A recent study by Yamashita *et al*.[1](#cpt1453-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} reported the critical delays of anticancer drug development in Japan compared with those in the United States. This so‐called "lag" has diminished over time,[2](#cpt1453-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#cpt1453-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} but a significant drug approval lag still exists for rare cancers (an annual incidence of less than 6 cases per 100,000 population). Furthermore, the review time lag by healthcare authorities was significantly shorter for rare cancer drugs, suggesting the main cause of persistent drug approval lag comes from developmental delays.[1](#cpt1453-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}

Digging deeper into the matter of "developmental delays" as Yamashita *et al*. have pointed out, the following should be stated as main causes:

Few hospitals carry out precise diagnosis and treatmentMolecular background is not well investigatedPatient accrual takes time, with consequent high costsRandomized trials are impracticable, making it difficult to set high success rates for approvalIndustries are rarely interested in such a small market

As most are in the same boat when authors say a new approach for rare cancer is strongly needed, in May 2017, MASTER KEY Project: A Platform (basket/umbrella) Trial with a Registry Study for Rare Cancers,[4](#cpt1453-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#cpt1453-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} was launched by National Cancer Center Hospital. The project is aimed at accelerating drug approval for rare cancers by conquering each of the above elements. It consists of two main parts, the prospective registry study part and the clinical trials part (**Figure ** [1](#cpt1453-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The primary objective of the registry study is to collect consecutive data on biomarker, patient background, and prognosis to build a large‐scale database highly reliable for use as historical control data in future clinical trials. Multiple clinical trials are placed under a "master protocol," allowing new trials to be added at any time.

![MASTER KEY Project at a glance. The trial is designed as a basket/umbrella trial. Patients with advanced rare cancers/cancers of unknown primary/rare tissue subtypes of common cancers undergoing a molecular diagnostic testing are enrolled into the registry study part. Multiple clinical trials are conducted simultaneously, and drugs are provided by various collaborating industries. Each clinical trial is ordinarily a single‐arm study and will enroll 5--20 patients with the appropriate biomarker of interest (regardless of histopathologic cancer type) or appropriate cancer type. Typically, the primary endpoint is response rate (set according to each clinical trial), and a Bayesian method will be used. A biomarker‐negative clinical trial will also be available so that all patients have a chance to be enrolled in a clinical trial. I.C., informed consent; IHC, immunohistochemistry; NGS, next‐generation sequencing; pts, patients.](CPT-106-491-g001){#cpt1453-fig-0001}

As of February 2019, more than 500 of a planned 200 patients/year have been enrolled in the project. Cancer types include soft tissue sarcomas, tumors of the central nervous system, tumors of skin, salivary gland tumors, bone sarcomas, and others. There are eight ongoing clinical trials. Five are biomarker related, targeting BRAF, mismatch repair deficiency, human epidermal growth factor 2, anaplastic lymphoma kinase, and murine double minute 2. More trials are under planning.

MASTER KEY Project is the largest platform trial included with a registry study focused only on rare cancers. This is a continuous project aimed at accelerating treatment development for rare cancer patients, with clinical trials directed towards new drug approvals. It is important to note that great achievements cannot be reached without an academic industry collaboration approach alongside the sympathetic awareness from the regulatory authorities.
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